Online News
Not exhaustive, but a good start

Online news sources are great sources from the open web, along with .gov, .org, and .edu sources. However, they require a super level of evaluation skills, due to the all of the different article purposes, formats, article types, and journalists.

News Sources
USA Today
The New York Times
The Wall Street Journal
Los Angeles Times
New York Post
Reuters
The Washington Post
Chicago Tribune
BBC News Online
Time
Rolling Stone
Wired
NYMag
The Atlantic
New Yorker
Businessweek
Fortune
The Week
Vanity Fair
Economist
Newsweek
National Review
New Republic
The Nation

Article Types


FRONT PAGE/FEATURE/COVER STORY: The major news story of the issue is in the most prominent position. Reports on an issue, person, event with added depth and more background details.

NEWS ANALYSIS: A close examination of the ramifications of an important news situation. It includes thorough reporting, but also draws heavily on the expertise of the writer. The article helps the reader understand underlying causes or possible consequences of a news event, but does not reflect the writer’s personal opinion. Example: http://www.nytimes.com/2010/05/01/us/politics/01immig.html

LETTER TO THE EDITOR: A letter in which a reader expresses his or her views in the newspaper; usually printed on the editorial pages or opinion section online.

OP-ED: An opinion column or article, especially one that appears opposite the editorial (OP-ED) page.


REVIEW: A specialized critic’s appraisal of works of creativity – movies, books, restaurants, fashion collections. Unlike other feature writers, critics are expected to render opinions in their areas of expertise. Example: http://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/31/books/review/the-powers-that-were.html

BLOGS: contributors provide commentary on a particular subject. Consists of discrete entries ("posts") displayed in reverse chronological order (the most recent post appears first). Example: http://blogs.reuters.com/great-debate/2016/04/12/why-chinas-latest-power-play-may-rolrussia/